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This Game
The rules you now hold form the basis for Creed,
the second part of the Testament, a game from the
Late Gaming Company. You can take yourself and a
group of friends into the world of Creed and there
bear witness to the last days. You will be able to
tell stories of triumph and defeat, retribution and
redemption. If you have not played Testament then
your GM must believe you are ready for further
revelations.

What is Roleplaying
Roleplaying is a form of interactive theatre. We
explain this section in more detail in Testament
and it isn’t really worth ploughing through again.

What is Creed?
Creed is a description of the last days of Earth. It
picks up where Testament left off to a certain
degree but also looks at the world of Testament
from a different angle. The sun still shines but your
character may know for how long. When he sees
the shadows lengthen on an evening he may know
if it is to be the last. Despite evidence to the
contrary, the End is nigh.
They are the few who know what is going on -
those who may have a pipeline into the Divine or a
hotline into the Abyss. How this is revealed is
different for every character. For some it will be
pillars of salt, for others a burning bush. Some
might see the truth in the morning dew while
others must seek visions in the embrace of the
lash. They are both blessed and cursed with a
terrible foresight of coming events.
The actions of the player characters may actually
make a difference in the grander scheme. They
have the knowledge to take action, the will to stand
firm, the faith to make a difference. Common
themes within the game are fear, ambition,
deception, conflict, revelation, redemption and
damnation. These can be explored within the
confines of the game using fictional characters.

Your Character
The rules can be used to construct a character for a
player to use in the game. The Character you
create will determine your role in the game. The
player must make a decision for their character on
what side they will take in the coming battle. Some
games feature exploration of dungeons or battles
with dragons and gift characters with prodigious
skills, mystical powers and powerful magical
artifacts. In Creed the character does possess
abilities beyond the ken of mortal men but they are
insects compared to the warriors in this epic.

Of Angels, Devils and Men
The player characters, for all their vaunted skill and
knowledge, are only human. They are not the
combatants in a holy war but rather the spoils.
Some of them may have witnessed a divine spark
but few have felt the terrible presence of an Angel
or the suffocating, deadly sweetness that
accompanies the Adversary.

It Is Your World
The GM will describe any differences between our
world and the world of Creed before the game
starts. There may be other differences that only
become apparent as the game progresses and
some may not even be noticed by the characters
until the End. Your character will probably have
some knowledge of what to expect and will have
seen much of it in dreams and visions. 
The GM is the source of all information as he is the
eyes and ears of your character. When your
character smells something it is the GM that will
inform you. If he feels a vibration or a breath of air
upon him then the GM will describe the relevant
sensations. It is up to the player to decide how his
character reacts. The GM can tell you that
something is menacing and powerful but it is up to
the player whether or not his character is scared.

Immersion
Ideally the players and GM should reach a
compromise about the level of immersion during a
game. Immersion is how far the players must go
into character when the game is in session. Some
GMs demand that the complete game session is in
character and all non-game-related conversation
should take place in the form of notes or with a
pre-ordained signal. Other GMs are comfortable
with a more relaxed atmosphere. There should be
an easy distinction between what a player says and
does and what a character says and does. Often a
player can make a joke and the result can be taken
in context as an action his character takes. with
most groups the level of immersion is decided
through playing together.

What this Game is not
This game is not about apocalyptic battles between
the player characters and everyone else. Each
character will be human and can be snuffed out
easily. We must find other weapons, we must find
strength. There will be a chance for every character
to shine. You may not know all of the rules but
there are reasons why humanity is important in the
War. We are not mere candles to be snuffed out at
a whim. Through play, you may discover why.
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Character Creation
The most important part of creating a character is
realising what part they will play in the world. As
you probably will have to share the world with
other players then it is advised that you consult
with your GM and the other players to find a way
that you may better share the world.

Example: Joe, Thomas and Maria are starting to
play Creed under the guidance of Issac who will be
GM. Issac has decreed that the players must design
characters who all know each other and who are
part of the same community. They may not like
each other but must be linked by purpose.

The Group Concept
How the characters interact is the most important
decision to make and therefore it should come
first. The characters can be part of an occult
society, a particular branch of a religious order, a
government-sponsored group or a network of
knowledgeable contacts who are merely located
near one another. 

Example: Joe has suggested that the characters
belong to a secret society. The society has been
waiting for the apocalypse for hundreds of years.
The player characters are to be their agents in this
city. Issac agrees to this but notes that he may be
subject to change his mind. He also wants to know
where they get their money from and isn’t keen on
them just claiming they are funded by this
“society”. At least not without some sort of return.

The Character Concept
Your character must now be further realised. It is
not enough to describe your character in terms of
single words but rather he should be as detailed as
a major character in a book or feature film. Putting
these details, description of body and mind, on
paper is highly advised as is passing them to your
GM for his approval.
Understanding characters in Creed is important. A
character in Creed is more of a work of art.
Through the examples and with guidance from
your GM you will be able to create a character
suitable for use in Creed.

Example: After some discussions with the other
players, Joe had decided that he will be the public
face of the group. Thomas wants to be the occultist
and Maria surprises everyone by choosing an
“action” oriented type of character. Joe sees his
character as the most in touch with the real world -
comfortable with everyday goings on. Thomas

Character  Generation checklist

1. Group Concept
The player discusses with the other
players and the GM on what might
be an interesting character to play.

2. Detailed Character Concept
The player begins to note details on
his character and form ideas about
what sort of character he really
wishes to play.

3. Attributes
The player puts the skeleton of the
character together by selecting and
rolling the five attributes required
by the game system.

4. Areas
The player selects the various areas
of knowledge that will make up the
character background as well as
define his position in society.

5. Aspects
The player selects the aspects that
make up the nature of the character
and those that have nurtured him
over the year and made him who
and what he is today.

6. Contacts
From your areas, decide on your
contacts in those areas.

7. Credo
The character rolls for and then
allocates his credo. More about that
later.

8. Finishing up.
Time to decide where your
character lives and what he wears
and what he keeps in his pockets.
What car does he drive? What does
he eat? What music does he listen
to?
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wants to know what he is fighting and what the
right thing to do in a given situation is. Maria has
some misgivings about her character type but
wants to work through them. She wanted the
occultist type but doesn’t mind deferring to
Thomas. Issac notes down the character types and
also makes a mental note to push Marias character
towards occult study in one form or another. He
has a mental picture of a ninja-in-a-habit if this
isn’t handled right and that would ruin the game. 

Attributes
These represent different areas of the characters
skills and talents and their numeric levels indicate
how skilled or talented the character is in that area.
Each attribute must be rated between 2 and 5 with
a rating of 2 being poor and 5 being excellent. The
player has to set one attribute at 2, another at
three, a third at 4 and the final rating at 5. But this
only adds to four values! The last attribute is a
result of a single six-sided dice roll. The player has
to assign the other four before rolling the fifth. The
attributes are:

Battle - how the character can act in a conflict
whether physical, spiritual or mental. Battle
represents force of will, aggression, determination
and initiative.

Insight - the ability of the character to work out
problems and make an intelligent decision on a
course of action based on logic, intuition and
experience. Insight is vital when confronting the
supernatural and can provide clues to unfinished
rituals.

Presence - the ability of the character to attract,
intimidate or cajole others without resorting to
physical or verbal assault. Leading a coven requires
charisma and convincing the supernatural to do
your will requires a silver tongue.

Vitality - the spark of life and perhaps what might
keep the character going in trying times. Prolonged
contact with the supernatural can be draining.

Fortune - simply how lucky the character is. This is
both a measure of some cosmic karma as well as a
certain degree of skill. Everyone needs luck.

Example: Joe is playing the leader of the group. He
wants to attract a large following so he sets his
Presence at 5. He then allocates the rest on a
whim: Insight 4, Fortune 3, Vitality 2 and a dice roll
gives a 4 for Battle.

Thomas’ occultist will be the power behind the
throne. He doesn’t feel he needs to please anyone
but wants the power via his own might. He sets
Insight at 5, Battle at 4, Vitality at 3 and Presence
at 2. He takes a dice roll for Fortune and scores a
1. Definitely not the result he hoped for.
Maria’s character will be security for the group. She
places her 5 into Battle and 4 into Vitality. She then
allocates a 3 to Presence and a 2 to Fortune. The
dice smile on her and she gets a 5 for Insight. She
now knows that she could be a better occultist
than Thomas’ character.

Areas
The players should choose areas for their
characters as explained in Testament. An occultist
or magician should use his Primary or one of his
Secondary areas as a specialist area describing
one type of magic.

Specialist Magical Areas provide the character with
knowledge of magic and the occult in general as
well as a specific knowledge of the chosen area.
Selecting Magic does not automatically provide the
ability to cast spells.

Magic (Hermetic, Voodoo, Witchcraft)
Occult Lore (Nature, Cults, the Church)
Celestials (Demonology, Angelic Script)
Apocrypha (Enoch, Raziel, Hermes Trismegistus)

Example: Joe doesn’t want to get involved with the
casting of magic and therefore ignores Magic. He
selects Occult Lore (Cults) as his primary area and
two secondary areas of Local Politics and Local
Academic. He rationalises these as having some
people in local politics involved in the cult and his
day job being at the local university teaching about
anthropology. Issac okays this but notes that the
Local Politics might be better served by a Contact.
Thomas goes straight for the jugular and chooses
Magic (Hermetic) as his primary area. His
secondary areas are Occult Lore (the Church) and
Local Academic. He claims the job of Librarian at
the local university. Issac agrees mostly because he
finds the concept of an occult coven centred
around a university to be interesting.
Maria keeps her selections secret but chooses
Magic (Witchcraft) as her primary area and Local
Business and Local Criminal as her secondary
areas. She rationalises that she owns a magic shop
and provides the coven with a secure location for
their rituals. Issac is slightly concerned about the
growing rivalry between Maria’s and Thomas’
characters.
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Aspects
The players must choose Aspects for their
characters. These are the same as in Testament but
they should include an aspect of the occult
especially if a character is going to be a magician
or occultist. The player should choose one aspect
for Nature and for every ten years of the
character’s life or part thereof, one Nurture aspect.

Example: Joe decides that he doesn’t like the look
of physical or mental impairments so he chooses
to be from a persecuted minority - probably from a
small eastern european country. He’s in his fifties
which means he should select six nurture aspects.
He chooses: Family Loss, Psychiatric History,
Inspiring Mentor, Personal Attack or Violation, On a
Mission and Haunted by the Past. He doesn’t add
any meat to the bones just yet and Issac doesn’t
mind. There’s going to be plenty of time to add
details and he’s interested to hear more about the
Mentor and the Personal Attack. He knows it’ll be
heart-rending and if Joes’s past characters are
anything to go by, pretty gut-wrenching as well.
Issac does ask that it be summarised by next game
session.
Thomas is tickled with the idea of an occultist who
chews coffee grinds. He offers no defense but just
that it appeals to him. He wants to play a young
character, maybe in his twenties. Isaac voices some
concerns about his character having enough
maturity and learning. Thomas responds by
choosing Sheltered Life, Occult Obsession and Rare
vocation as the Nurture aspects. He says that his
character, Jason, was raised by his occultist uncle
and never went to school. He developed an
obsession with the occult in his early teens and
pursued the occult as a career during his adult life.
He earned his keep by renting out his talents to
whomever needed them. A curse here, a lost item
there - everyone needs something.
Maria chooses a physical disfigurement, in this
case a hairline scar that runs across her face. She
hasn’t thought of a reason for it yet but speculates
that it mars her character’s good looks. She
chooses Raised as white trash, Religious
upbringing, Occult obsession and Creepy Stalker.
She notes she was raised on a grotty council estate
(housing project) and spent her teen years in an
orphanage run by nuns which messed with her
psyche. From her bible studies she first caught a
glimpse of the occult and once she left the
orphanage was free to indulge her interest. Maria
then surprises Isaac by telling him that her
character was the creepy stalker rather than
actually having a stalker.

Contacts
These operate in the same way as in Testament
and it would be redundant to go through that
process again.

A special note
Because of the nature of Creed, there’s no real
currency in magic. Normal people who can’t do it
want to do it and therefore they will pay for it. This
means that you can ask whatever you want for
giving it to them because there are some things
that only magic can provide.
Among magicians however there is a system of
trade in favours. A real magician has no need of
money because he can always get as much as he
needs by pandering to the desire of people who
don’t have magic. Magicians have to work their
own system - they have to gauge the value of every
favour they do for each other. Helping someone
out might be worth more than you think.
Unlike in Testament, Creed has rules for magic.
This means that certain people can gain contacts
really easily through magic and it’s also possible to
have contacts who are not your run-of-the-mill
guys on the street. A character with a primary area
of Magic (Voodoo) could be expected to know a
few other Bokor (voodoo sorcerers) and maybe be
on first-name terms with a couple of Loa (that’s a
joke). A contact can be anything or anybody - even
a supernatural entity  - even a dead person.
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Credo is the “magic system” for Creed. Testament
didn’t have any magic - but Creed characters can.
Magic is the system of creating change according
to your will. Technically lifting up a cup with your
hand is a magical operation - but the real talent is
doing the lifting without using your hand. Credo
allows that to happen.

The Angel and the Demon
The first action of a magician is to call an angel. He
won’t know the name of the angel but he’ll call her
nonetheless. The angel will come, as described in
the ritual, and “enfold” him. The enfolding allows
him to perform magical operations. Magicians who
try to perform magic without first calling an angel
don’t live very long.
The angel permits the character to control and
direct demons to do their bidding. Without the
protection of angelic enfolding, the magician has
no protection from the demon itself and it will use
it’s own considerable abilities to kill the magician.
The Calling Ritual is well known but there are
versions of it which are booby-trapped and can
result in disaster for the ignorant. This ritual
requires clean water and salt. The ritual itself takes
about three hours.
The Second Ritual, which calls your first demon,
can be cast by anyone and there are hundreds of
variations in books, on the net and in the minds of
people. There’s no real method to it just a real and
honest desire to call one and a few select
ingredients (blood and salt being the most
important and the rest is just for colour) and a
circle for the demon to arrive in. The ritual takes
about eight hours
For all rituals, many recommend burning incense
or anything that will create smoke. Angels and
demons are made of solid matter and create whorls
and eddies in the smoke when they move.

Taxonomy
A Hermetic magician would refer to the angel as
his “soul” and the demon as his “familiar”. A
voodoo bokor would refer to the demon as a Loa.
Every culture has their own terminology for the
cosmology of angels and demons though even
those terms may be misleading. There is little
evidence to suggest that the angel is indeed an
“angel” but could be a benign spirit, the Christian
soul, the Egyptian Ka or even a voodoo Loa.
Likewise, demon is simply a term to describe a
possibly malign spirit or perhaps even just a spirit
that has been forced to comply with a magicians
wishes. 
In truth there is probably no difference between
the angel or the demon - perhaps they are the
same spirit, perhaps they are even different sides
of the characters own spirit.

Giving Magic to the characters
Any character in Creed can have magic depending
on the game - the Narrator may not wish everyone
to have magic or may restrict it to mature role-
players or to those who have selected certain
backgrounds. 

Generating Credo
A character who wishes to cast magic must
generate a Credo score. The player rolls a single
dice and records the result as his Credo score. He
can increase this score though intense study and
dedication to certain occult rituals. In game terms
this means sacrificing one point from one of his
Attributes to give him a single point increase of the
Credo score. Characters who wish to become great
sorcerers often sacrifice several points in order to
build great Credo. Of course this means that your
character is weaker in other areas which may or
may not be desirable.
The Narrator may wish to start the characters at
this point before they have cast the Calling Ritual
or he may wish to start them after they have
already performed that ritual or even later, after
they have performed the Second Ritual. There are
alternatives to this path if the Narrator permits.

Example: Isaac has decided to start Thomas’
character after he has performed the Calling ritual.
Thomas then has to generate his Credo score. He
rolls a single dice and scores 4. He’s happy
enough with it and due to his poor Fortune score
he doesn’t want to sacrifice any more points. Isaac
also decides that Maria’s character, another
occultist sort, has not yet performed a Calling
ritual. She’ll have to find a reliable source.

CREDO
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The Calling Ritual
There is great story to be had in the characters
finding their Calling Ritual and even in the
intrigues if one character finds it and refuses to
share - or even worse - booby-traps it and then
gives it to his friends.
There are no game rules for the Calling Ritual -
either it works or it doesn’t. The GM must decide
whether or not it worked depending on the
authenticity of the source or even the time of day.

The Second Ritual
This is a ritual that will need to be performed
several times in the life of an active magician. The
Second Ritual calls a demon to the Sorcerer. If done
without the protection of the Calling Ritual then
the demon arrives and attacks immediately. Most
will have performed the Calling ritual correctly and
when the demon arrives it is immediately
subservient to the sorcerer. The sorceror will
provide it with a name which he then uses to
control it

In Game Terms:
The ritual instructions are followed and either the
ritual works or it doesn’t. The demon that comes
depends on the Credo of the sorcerer. The Narrator
rolls a single dice and subtracts 3 from the result.
This is then added to the Sorcerer’s Credo to give
the Genius attribute of the demon.
Genius represents the power or life force of the
demon and is used in place of it’s other attributes.
It is used in place of Battle and Insight for most
activities. Demons have little need for Vitality and
their Presence depends on their current form.

Example: During play, Thomas’ character obtains a
copy of the Second ritual. Isaac has prepared some
prose to describe the arrival of the demon.

Isaac

Thomas

Isaac

Thomas

Isaac

Thomas

Isaac

Thomas

Isaac

Thomas

Isaac

Thomas

Isaac

Thomas

Issac

The section above illustrates an example of
attempting “character immersion”. The Narrator is
responding to the player in the third person, and
then shifts to the first person. It takes a moment
for the player to notice but it is evident that the
atmosphere the Narrator intends has paid off. The
player responds to the prompting but it is possible
that the player himself may be made to feel
uncomfortable. One of the risks you take with
horror games.

As you finish the chant the last few words
seem to echo into the silence. The walls
of the room seem to come into fine focus.
You can see every crack in the paint and a
rustling somewhere in the room alerts
you to the swarming invertebrates that
surround you.

Oh shit.

You can hear the blood rushing in your
ears and the hairs on the back of your
neck begin to prickle. The rushing gets
louder and with the blood comes a voice.

Isaac, this is a bit creepy.

The voice says “I can do that for you”

Do what?

The voice says “Anything.”

That’s really sinister.

What were you expecting?

Dunno. A servant.

I am your servant.

Ew.

Don’t get squeamish now. You started
this. It is what you wanted. Why else
would you perform the ritual?

Is this you or the demon speaking?

I am the demon. Say my name.

Demon Names
The magician may call his demon whatever
he likes but among certain circles it is
suggested that names like Astrus,
Angorfarax, Izragal, Grimazor, Mistraken,
Ramgeister, Pyrothos, Armingax or
Cogimas be selected. Other circles and
traditions provide traditional names which
do not differ from demon to demon.
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Commanding Demons
Demons are commanded to perform their duties
through use of Credo. Credo permits the magician
to channel the power of his Angel and use that to
force the demon to perform specific acts. This is
done by simply testing the demon’s Genius score
against the magicians Credo score, the formula
below describes the test.

Credo +1d6 ≥ Genius + 1d6 

If the test is successful then the demon is forced to
do the magician’s will. If the test is unsuccessful
the demon will still do the character’s bidding but
the player must make a score in the Wick box.
When the number of scores in the Wick box equals
either the Genius score of the demon or the Credo
score of the magician, the demon is freed from the
magician’s control. It may decide to attack or flee
or, at Narrator discretion, continue to work as
normal.

Demons
Demons are material creatures that are both
formless and invisible. They may be microscopic in
size and in a moment be towering in size and
aspect. They have neither eyes nor ears yet they
can see and hear, no arms or legs but they can
move and carry objects. They have no mouth or
claws but they can kill and maim. Demons have
specific abilities and there are things that they can
and cannot do. Demons can perform both simple
and complex tasks and they can follow
instructions. They usually take other forms in order
to perform their duties. They can possess animals
and creatures in order to gain their form. They
cannot possess human beings normally but there is
a possession ritual which displaces a human spirit
and summons a demon. Demons can talk and be
heard by their summoner unlike Angels.

Demonic Strength and Speed.
Demons are as strong and as fast as any human.
Demons with a Genius higher than 6 will display
superhuman strength and speed. 

Demonic Combat
Demons can fight for you or attack people for you.
In this case the demon’s Genius substitutes for
their Battle score. Demons do not have Vitality like
human beings. Demons that are injured gain
scores in the Wick box and when the scores equal
the Genius attribute then they are freed.. The
character then has to summon a new one.

Demonic Deeds
Demons can perform tasks for their master. They
substitute their Genius score in any task they have
to do. They can be distressingly literal in their
execution of tasks.

Example: Fetch me money! - the demon will go to
the closest source of money and bring it to the
character.

Example: Kill Jim now - the demon will immediately
travel to Jim (if it can find him) and kill him in a
bloodbath.

Pacts
If your Credo score is particularly low then there
are other options for the budding sorcerer. Pact
rituals are even more common than Calling rituals
but they are less likely to work. If you have
performed the Calling ritual before then you will
find the Pact ritual very similar. The Pact provides
the magician with instant magical ability without
the danger of the demon attacking which could be
interpreted by some as being a better situation.
However a Pact, unlike Angelic Enfolding, is not
free. A bargain must be made.

In Game Terms: 
The ritual has a chance of failure. The character
must perform the ritual exactly (and it takes more
than 8 hours!) and then it all comes down to a
single roll which the Narrator must make in secret.
The Narrator is free to modify the table or even
discount it altogether in the interests of the story.

Roll 1d6

If the result is 1-2, then the ritual has failed.
If the result is 3-4, then the ritual has succeeded.
If the result is 5-6, then the ritual has succeeded
but the results won’t be seen for 1d6 x 13 hours.

Failure simply means that there is no response.
Success means that the negotiation for a Pact
begins. This should involve some opportunities for
colourful roleplaying. What form it takes is entirely
up to the Narrator. For some it will be a charming
man in a smart suit while others will just recieve a
letter in the post demanding a signature. There are
no hard and fast rules. The Narrator will present
options for the character to the player and the
player should select one of them.
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Option 1 - Limited Pact 
This provides power for a term of service. The
usual duration of a pact is a year and a day and
requires that the character perform some regular
ceremonies for the duration of the Pact. This
provides a demon with an Genius score of 2-7 (roll
1d6+1)

Option 2 - Until Death
Due to many Pact-signers repenting on their
deathbed, the new administration brought in this
option. The pact-signer is bound to the pact until
the moment of his death at which point he is free
to repent. The pact-signer is also bound, like in
the Limited Pact, to perform regular ceremonies for
the duration. This provides a demon with an
Genius score of 3-8 (roll 1d6+2)

Option 3 - Eternal
Potentially the least attractive option but it means
that there is no need to perform bothersome
ceremonies. The pact provides a demon with an
Genius score of 1-4 (roll 1d6-2, re-roll results of
0). Why so low? The incidence of “deathbed
repentance” was deemed as too high.

What is the difference between Credo and Pacts?
During a game, a character with Credo is
functionally the same as a character with a Pact.
They both have access to demons of a certain
ability and the demon performs it’s duties as can
be expected.

a) A character using Credo is no friend to his
demon. The demon is enslaved by the Angelic
Enfolding. Conversely a character with a Pact will
be treated as both master and friend by the demon
under his control.

b) A character using Credo is still protected from
magical attack when his demon is away performing
some duties. A character with a Pact is unprotected
unless he has a Seal. 

c) A character using Credo is limited in that his
angel cannot properly control a demon whose
Genius attribute is higher than the Credo score.
Pact-signing characters can have powerful demons
even without a Credo score.

d) There’s also the risk of eternal damnation.

Example: Paul, a new player in the game, decided
not to take the Credo path because he knew that
both Maria and Thomas had that all sewn up. He

also knows he has a chance of getting a more
powerful demon.

Paul

Isaac

Paul

Isaac

Paul

Isaac

Paul

Isaac

Paul

Isaac

Paul

Isaac

Paul

Isaac

Paul

Isaac

Paul

Isaac

Paul

Okay. I spend the rest of the night
performing the ritual for a Pact.

Nothing happens.

Did it work?

Did you do anything wrong?

Course not.

Well then. You feel a drip on your head.

What is it?

You touch it gingerly and examine your
hand. It is wet with crimson blood.

Dive to the side and look up.

It’s your brother. He’s hanging by his
neck from the ceiling. His arms and
hands are moving rapidly but you see
they are not trying to free him from the
rope. Instead they are clawing the flesh
from his face. A gobbet of bloodied torn
cheek lands at your feet.

God. 

In a gurgling and rasping voice, it says
“Not here. You made sure of that.”

Where’s the Pact?

A slip of paper drops from the hand of
the grisly sight. “Sign it.” There is no
writing on the paper.

It’s blank.

You have three choices. Choose one.

What are the choices?

There’s no rush. Tell me. What do you
want? What would make you happy? We
can make it happen. We can make it all
true. Just sign.

I’ll need a pen.
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Seals
A seal is a specially inscribed device that is used as
protection. Demons cannot approach a Seal and
they can be affected even if the Seal is covered or
behind a wall. A seal placed in a doorway prevents
the demon from using that door. Seals do not hurt
the demon, they invoke a state of mind similar to a
phobia which the demon cannot overcome.
Carrying a Seal may therefore seem ideal for the
budding magician but there are limitations.
Demons cannot approach a Seal but they can be
within a certain distance. By expending a point of
Genius they can remain within 10 paces of the Seal
and remain calm, otherwise they panic and will
attempt to flee.
Seals do not guarantee protection from demonic
attack. A demon who remains calm in the presence
of a Seal can still hurl objects such as chars or
knives or rocks at the bearer of the Seal. If the Seal
is made of a combustible material they will try to
find fire, if it is inscribed in chalk then they will try
to find water to wash the inscription away and once
damaged the Seal is no longer effective.

Creating a Seal
Creating a Seal is a simple procedure and indeed is
the most readily available ritual. Depending on the
ritual it can take between 2 and 8 hours. The
materials used can be anything as long as there is
a way of inscribing something onto a surface.
Some occultists put a lot of effort into their circles
carving the symbols into stone and inlaying the
grooves with silver or whatever. Others prefer a
piece of chalk and a flat surface anywhere.

Using a Seal
Seals can be used as an alternative to both the
Calling Ritual and the Pact but used in this way it is
fraught with even more danger. The Second Ritual
is performed while the magician holds the Seal.
The demon is summoned within the confines of a
second Seal inscribed upon the floor and in return
for its release, it can be forced to perform a single
activity. At times, freedom is not enough and the
demon must be coerced with other means. In more

primitive times this usually meant a sacrifice. An
animal or child would be placed within a restrictive
Seal before the demon was summoned. The demon
would then inhabit the body and could stay in that
form indefinitely if the correct sigils were placed
upon the flesh. Demons are interested in worldly
things and the sensations of the flesh, even that of
a cat or dog, can be sufficient to entice them. A
child though, that would be something. It could be
a friend for life. Thankfully, the rituals and sigils
for binding a demon into the flesh of a living
creature are lost to time and ruin. They are,
however, eagerly sought after by the unscrupulous
and the demented.

The Bound
This refers to those demons who have been bound
into a living form, animal or human. Once
inhabiting the flesh they are free to move past
Seals andgain the advantages of the flesh and few
of the disadvantages. Once inside the body they do
not age and truly cannot die. The flesh will die but
they gain many of the aspects of possessor
demons once enfleshed and will remain to inhabit
the shell which will continue to move til it has
rotted away. They do have to take care of the body
if they want it to stay healthy but only a few have
this concern - most are happy to run the body into
the ground - literally. They will strive to enjoy all
sensations of the flesh even to the destruction of
the body - physical death being an experience that
not many get to “feel” and talk about.

Revenants
These are a special kind of bound spirit. This
results when a human spirit is bound into their
own body and when the body dies, the spirit
remains in the shell. This ritual is again lost - few
living humans would want this experience after
death - to slowly rot away but the demented will
find a way and some have theorised that
embalming fluids might help stave off the decay
and permit a semblance of life everlasting. Like the
Bound, Revenants can never truly die again.

Game Details
The Narrator must assign a Genius score to the
demon. A suggestion is to roll 1d6-1 providing a
score of 0 - 5. A result of 0 indicates that the
demon was called but did not stay to chat. The
demon is, at no point, truly under the control of
the magician. It can leave at any time and unless
the magician remains protected by the Seal, it can
attack him.
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Talking to your angel
Unlike Demons, Angels do not have a physical
voice. They do not speak unless bidden by a higher
power. In order to communicate with an Angel in
any meaningful way, the magician will have to find
an interpreter. The most common method of
opening communications is to use a Medium.
These unfortunate individuals can see and hear
Angels and know when someone has undergone
angelic enfolding. They can also sense but not see
Demons.
Mediums are usually mad or certainly unhinged
due to their daily experiences. They are not
recommended as player characters and the
Narrator should note that they also should not be
used as a “hot-line to the divine”.

What else is out there?
It is up to the Narrator whether or not he
introduces these or other otherworldly creatures. 

Poltergeists
Demons are drawn to strong emotions (hate, fear,
anger, love) and can be caught in the experience of
those emotions. They will, in the spirit of both
malice and mischief, act out the petty whims of the
person experiencing the strong emotions.
As a result this can mean violence and destruction,
attacks on other people and the demon itself may
be drawn to attack or defend the people in the
locale.
The Narrator should take care with introducing
Poltergeists as they should not be seen simply as a
monster but rather as a less-dangerous version of
the Possessor demon (listed below). A clever
Narrator may be able to disguise the poltergeist
(which can be dismissed simply by placing a Seal
within the building) as a Possessor. Poltergeists
commonly have low Genius scores (1-3).

Possessor Demons
Possessor Demons are a specific subspecies of
demon. They cannot be bound by Credo and are
never given as part of a Pact. They are used
exclusively for intelligence-gathering and raising
hell.
Possessors completely dominate any human or
animal they inhabit. Humans with angelic enfolding
are immune to their possession attempts.
Possessors move between hosts on touch - they
are bound to their host body and can only migrate
between bodies by touch. If a host body dies then
the demon has to wait until someone touches the
body. Thankfully our society has a fascination with
death and this is all too common. Rarely however,

a body dies and no-one can touch it which means
that the demon is trapped within the dead husk
even as it rots. Most possessors in this situation
undergo a form of madness. They wait to be found
in some future archaeological dig and embrace the
tomb robber with glee. Some of these demons have
spent centuries locked in a decomposed body and
once free they have a lot of lost time to catch up
on and a lot of big plans.
Once a possessor enters a body, the mind of the
host immediately goes into a form of torpor. The
demon has complete motor control and access to
the memories and skills of the host. When it leaves
the host mind wakes suddenly and without
memory of transpired events. 

Removing Possessor Demons
Disposing of Possessor demons requires a small
team of humans with angelic enfolding to
dismember the body and destroy all components.
An active volcano was an ancient solution. Another
alternative is the Exorcism. While most Exorcism
rituals are ineffectual and indeed dangerous, the
true Exorcism ritual is extremely effective and
extremely dangerous. It expels the demon from the
host but once expelled it is free to search for a
new host without the limitation of touch.

Possessor Abilities
Possessors do have special abilities which
overshadow normal demons apart from their
possession powers. Their Genius scores range from
2 to 12 (2d6). If their Genius score is higher than 7,
they can create illusions which can affect even
those with angelic enfolding. These can be subtle
or visually terrifying. The scope or size of the
illusion depends on the Genius score of the
Possessor. 

a) Genius score 8-9
The Possessor can create illusions that change the
appearance of the host.

b) Genius score 10-12
The Possessor can create almost any illusion.

Illusions, though not actually real, are temporarily
real. Their effects will remain real. Someone
stabbed by an illusory knife will be cut and will
bleed. Conversely illusions of sores or wounds will
disappear when the illusion disappears. The
Narrator should decide what is appropriate and
edit these rules as necessary.
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The Exorcism
The true exorcism is now exceedingly rare due to
the focus of the Church on less “supernatural”
evils. Some sects of Catholicism maintain the ritual
and other cultures (such as the Voudoun) have
their equivalents. Sadly the average priest is
unlikely to even have access to the ritual and the
non-Catholic denominations often discount
demonic possession in the same way they refute
transubstantiation. 
The Exorcism ritual must be carried out by a
person of faith. Without a steadfast belief in their
gods, the Exorcist may find themselves severely
compromised. The following ritual is adapted from
the Catholic ceremony and will differ in another
religion.

“In the Name of Jesus Christ, our God and Lord,
strengthened by the intercession of the Immaculate
Virgin Mary, Mother of God, of Blessed Michael the
Archangel, of the Blessed Apostles Peter and Paul
and all the Saints, we confidently undertake to
repulse the attacks and deceits of the devil. 

God arises; His enemies are scattered and those
who hate Him flee before Him. As smoke is driven
away, so are they driven; as wax melts before the
fire, so the wicked perish at the presence of God. 

We drive you from us, whoever you may be,
unclean spirits, all satanic powers, all infernal
invaders, all wicked legions, assemblies and sects.
In the Name and by the power of Our Lord Jesus
Christ, + may you be snatched away and driven
from the Church of God and from the souls made
to the image and likeness of God and redeemed by
the Precious Blood of the Divine Lamb. + 

Thus, cursed dragon, and you, diabolical legions,
we adjure you by the living God, + by the true God,
+ by the holy God, + by the God “who so loved the
world that He gave up His only Son, that every soul
believing in Him might not perish but have life
everlasting” (St.John 3, 16); stop deceiving human
creatures and pouring out to them the poison of
eternal damnation; stop harming the Church and
hindering her liberty. Begone, Satan, inventor and
master of all deceit, enemy of man’s salvation.”

The ritual continues in this manner with burning of
incense and sprinkling of holy water as the exorcist
feels appropriate. There is substantial leeway
according to many clerics.

The Possessed
Being possessed is a thoroughly unpleasant
experience. Firstly, you don’t remember anything
that has occurred while you were possessed and
secondly you will suffer the consequences of
everything that the demon did while you were
possessed.

Example: Maria’s character is possessed by a
particularly nasty and certainly insane possessor
demon. During the possession, Isaac passes Maria
instructions on how he expects her to play her
character and afterwards, once the exorcism is
complete, she has to roleplay the consequences of
her own actions. Issac knew she would be able to
handle the dual roles adequately but if it had been
Thomas’ character then he would have insisted
that the possession occur off-stage and Thomas
regains control of his character with no real
memory of what has gone on. He would therefore
have to discover all that went on. There is merit in
both approaches.
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The Narrator’s Creed

creed
1: any system of principles or beliefs
2: the body of teachings of a religious
group that are generally accepted by that
group

This section describes some of the options open to
the Narrator and has some guidelines on how to
present them to the players.

Moving on from Testament
Creed is an addition to the Testament game.
Testament did not have rules for Credo or for
demons and angels but the groundwork was laid in
that game to support Creed.
There were characters in the City section who knew
a bit more than they were letting on. Harkness, for
example, was a magician and it was plainly
obvious. The Butcher and Captain Cooper both
have Seals. Clerval is just evil.
Maybe it would seem that Harkness was “the Devil”
and the Butcher was some sort of demonic combat
whirlwind and a Narrator who wished to pursue
that further would be free to do so. Another might
decide that Clerval is the unfortunate host of a
Possessor demon - again up them to him. It is his
game. We provide a framework of ideas which the
Narrator can follow but he is indeed free to develop
his own. if the Narrator subsequently wishes to
share his material with others, we’ll create a
section on the website for community donated
materials for Testament and Creed.
The phenomenon of “people going missing”
continues in Creed but is of secondary importance.
It becomes scenery and the Narrator should
remember to continue with the theme while
pursuing the core themes within Creed. There is
some conflict with the concept of introducing new
characters and having people disappear as a part
of the game - recalling that the people who remain
are those with “flaws” in their character. The people
who are blameless in the world are the ones
disappearing. Who is blameless? I think it’s all
relative. You might be law-abiding, paying your
taxes and dropping pennies into charity boxes but
does that make you a good person? What about the
milkman, the fireman, the doctor and the nurse?
Think you’re such a great person now?

No, I thought that would shut you up. Yeah, people
like you would still be here on Earth.

The Core Themes
What are the core themes? Creed is about
magicians - people in contact with angels and
demons and therefore people who may have an
inkling of what is going on. The players and their
characters should not necessarily know what is
going on at the beginning. Imagine how the
characeters will react when they realise that the
world is ending and there’s a party in heaven that
they are not invited to. 

Core Theme #1 - Magic
The most important and certainly the main focus of
Creed. Characters will feel pushed to study magic
especially when they realise how easy it is! Once
you have performed the first couple of rituals then
everything comes easy. And if you aren’t any good
at that then you can easily get someone who does
know a bit about magic to get you in touch with
someone who can help you form a pact.

Core Theme #2 - Survival
The odds are so much higher now. There are new
factions appearing all the time and if they are not
your allies then they must be your enemies. Does
anyone actually trust their allies? These are people
who know the most about you, just waiting for the
perfect opportunity to betray you. Ever heard of
pre-emptive betrayal? Get ‘em before they get you.

Core Theme #3 - Redemption
Redemption is always possible. A character who
uses magic is indeed consorting with demons but
using the power of their angel and therefore using
the power of the Almighty. This doesn’t, however,
guarantee entry into Paradise after death and may,
in fact, be a sure way to gain entry to the Inferno.
Perhaps this theme should be called Damnation!

Best practise is try to include something in each
gaming session that relates to each of the core
theme.

For example:
Aaron is preparing for the next gaming session. He
currently has two threads in the story, one is the
search for an exorcism script written by Dr. John
Dee and the other is the discovery of a cult living in
the burned out warehouses of the once profitable
city docklands. Magic is the Dr. Dee connection,
Survival is the cult trying to feed themselves and
protect their way of life and redemption is covered
by a wizened old priest who will tell the characters
all about the end of the world.
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The City and the Magic

If the City weren’t special then we’d be talking
about somewhere else that was special. One of the
reasons that the City is special is that Harkness has
brought to the city the greatest concentration of
magicians since the Inquisition last had a
barbecue. The players can be part of this mystical
throng and their retinue or they can be there by
happenstance. 

Crime
Matthew Harkness is the most ruthless crimelord
the City has ever seen. He lives in a very large and
modern mansion at the edge of the Forbes district
and hold regular society soireés for the upper
crust. He regularly entertains members of the
Gladstone family as well as city officials such as the
Mayor, the D.A. and the Dean of the University. 
Within the estate he maintains a cadre of highly
trained killers as a “personal guard” in addition to
several dozen security guards - normal joes off the
street to be used as cannon fodder if the house is
ever attacked. Within the grounds is another
house, formerly the original dwelling of the estate,
which houses his cabal of sorcerers. Presumably
Harkness is owed some service from these
individuals as the service of skilled magicians does
not come cheap. Their occupation is to protect the
grounds from magical attack and indeed, no
demon can cross the gates or walls. Angels are, as
always, unaffected but should a magician arrive,
the cabal are immediately informed through a
network of demons who patrol the grounds. 
Harkness’ contacts in the underworld provide him
with a nigh unstoppable army and his cabal are
already training new magicians and bringing their
loyalties in line with the “mob”. They do not, as a
rule, accept students who are not capable of
angelic enfolding. Magicians with Pacts are too
much of a liability.
While minor crime bosses do remain in the city, all
have sworn allegiance and in return have been
provided with one of more magicians in return for
their services. While useful, the magicians
ultimately report back to Harkness.
Harkness also handles all of the payoffs of police
and city officials though some of them also receive
kickbacks from other sources - doubling their
money. It is evident that “going to the police” is not
the best refuge for those that have been wronged
by the mob. Harkness treats the police as
expendable resources and can quickly close any
investigation that infringes on his interests.

City Government
The mayor and city officials are aware but still
ignorant of magic. That is to say that they have no
idea of how it works nor any individual control over
it but they are aware that Harkness and his cronies
possess some terrible and irresistible power. Most
important city officials are owned by Harkness’
crime empire anyway and none would ever dare to
cross him. Others have tried in the past and paid
for the transgression with “accidents”. The tale is
much more colourful than the truth as can be
expected.

Madison College, City University
Stephanie Clerval is all too aware of the end of the
world. She has seen evidence of this through
investigating the evidence left by careless students
involved in the occult. She still seduces and
murders students but her selections are based
upon those she has found “dabbling”. She has
gathered a small following about her of similarly
deranged people who don’t get directly involved
but are well aware of what goes on. They act as her
eyes and ears and are always on the lookout for
evidence of occult activity and report it swifty to
their mistress. She has managed to get the ear of
some militant Christian extremist groups and has
them actively working toward exterminating what
they perceive to be a great evil in the City.
Unknown to her fanatical charges, Clerval has her
home, offices and car protected by several Seals
otherwise she would not be able to continue her
work. These Seals were provided by Father Saul
from the Faith Mission in Westside.

The Occult Scene
With the influx of magicians from other cities
comes the corresponding influx of people who
enjoy the lifestyle and trappings of the occult. Very
few of them are involved in anything of
consequence but dress appropriately and speak in
code. Their occult knowledge is filled with the
hubris of watching too many cable shows about the
occult and thinking that the writers of the shows
actually know anything. They congregate in packs
around a nightclub called Erebus in the depths of
Downtown filled with other hopefuls, fakers and
poseurs. Many of them are students at the
University and they have begun to notice
disappearances leading to a student body
requesting assistance from the Dean and
unwittingly identifying themselves to her. She has
been able to take advantage of the situation and
her secret remains safe..
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The Church
The many churches in the City are, for the most
part, packing up shop. There have been a spate of
disappearances of curates and ministers and
staffing levels have got so low that services are
severely curtailed. The only church that remains
open all night every night (but never during the
day) is the Faith Mission in Westside run by the
wizened Father Saul. Saul is a a retired priest
previously belonging to the “Congregation of the
Doctrine of the Faith”. Saul is an accomplished
sorcerer, exorcist and theologian. He is, however,
well aware of the permissions required to begin an
exorcism and would not undertake such a task
lightly. He is able to provide a Seal in the form of
some carefully copied scripture to anyone who
asks him specifically but will not provide the ritual
itself. He is ignorant of the uses his Seals are put
to, and that is probably just as well. He would be
horrified at what goes on at Madison College.

Mediums
There are two known Mediums in the City and both
of them work for Harkness. Getting access to them
is difficult and they are not permitted to leave the
confines of his estates and buildings. They hold
weekly seances for Harkness’ guests - for the most
part using demons to collect information but also
conversing with their own angels for desired
information. Both Mediums are extremely unsettled
in this city due to the proliferation of demons
which they constantly sense the presence of.
A tactic which Harkness is certainly proud of is to
send a demon to cause havoc at someone’s home
and then suggest that they get a medium to
communicate with the “restless spirit”. They attend
a seance, are given a tall tale and and sent on their
way, now owing Harkness a considerable favour.
The senior Medium is Dr. Annabella Starzy, a 59
year old ex-librarian who claims to be descended
from Polish gypsies. She leaves most of the
medium work to her understudy, Aaron Palmer
who, at 17, is suffering from emotional problems
anyway never mind the additional stress of being a
Medium.

Other Magicians in the City
As mentioned above, there is an unusually large
concentration of magicians in the City and some
have brought their colleagues and family with
them. A large number of them were recruited by
Harkness’ organisation and therefore they work for
him. The influx has also attracted other magicians
who have come with their own agendas. Some to
stop Harkness and others because they want to be

there to pick up the pieces afterwards. For the
most part they have no specific agenda other than
self-serving opportunism, no organisation other
than coincidence and no communication lines
other than hearsay.
There may be organised groups but these are best
left to the Narrator. Depending on where he locates
the City, there could be magicians from other
cultures. Magicians and Angelic Enfolding is a
“Judeo-christian” and “western occult tradition”
type of activity. Others that magicians may
encounter could include the following.

Houngan and Bokor
The Houngan is the classic Voodoo magician. While
there are other names for this type of magician and
several variations on the religion, to a person
unfamiliar with the tradition it would seem that
they are very similar. The Houngan summons Loa
to “ride” or otherwise possess him for a short
period and these Loa spirits will also perform
“miracles” for him. The Loa are descended from
African gods though many have Christian aspects
ascribed to them. The Bokor is described as the
evil cousin to the Houngan. Magicians in voodoo-
influenced societies have a more community-
oriented role than their classic Western
counterparts. See “GURPS Voodoo” for a more
detailed account.

Shaman and Witchdoctor
Similar to Houngan, the Shaman or Witchdoctor
represents the magician from a uncivilised (by
Western standards) but not unsophisticated
society. Again the Shaman will be well integrated
with the community but may be required to live
apart from them. They hold positions of power
within their own culture. Watch “Medicine Man” for
an illustration.

Witch and Warlock
A rise in the popularity of occult-centred
entertainment for children and adults alike has
drawn many into the occult and a few have
managed to find something of consequence.
Witchcraft is a Western version of the shamanistic
practises but with a long history of conflict within
Western society due to the pre-eminence of
Christianity. Witches can create Seals and form
Pacts and have some additional folk wisdom
consisting of the hidden virtues of natural things. A
Warlock is a witch (male or female) who has broken
an oath and not a name for a male witch. See
“CJCarellas Witchcraft” and watch the movies “The
Craft” and Practical Magic”. Well, I liked them.
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Adventure Hooks for Creed
Below you will find short adventure hooks which
may inspire you to play Creed a certain way or just
give you a quick inspiration when you need it most.

1. By the pricking of my thumbs
One day the characters discover that all of their
demons have disappeared without so much as a
by-your-leave. This phenomenon will last for 24
hours. There is no cause but asking in appropriate
areas will indicate that something very bad was in
the City during that time. Murders and crime were
up several hundred percent and there are very few
eyewitnesses whose judgment can be trusted.

2. Dead man walking
A man whom the characters have met before
pproaches them and informs them that he is dead.
- of course he doesn’t mean actually dead but he
says that he has been cursed by a magician. He has
heard the characters can help him (they will
obviously need to have some sort of reputation for
this to work) and promises them anything he owns
(this can be heaps of money, his first born son, any
of his daughters, his dog, you get the picture) if
they can save his life. Whether or not the curse will
be effective is unknown of course.

3. Little Red Cap
In this Hook, Little Red Cap represents a child who
has unwittingly invoked the rituals and become
enfolded by her angel. Without experience and
guidance she is a loose cannon - her demon
responding to her whims. She’s been found,
however, and is being led off the path by a group
of power-hungry witches. Who knows what horrors
they could unleash.

4. Bambi the Magician Slayer
A light-hearted hook featuring a rambunctious and
haughty girl and her nerdy friends who discover
the magical operations being performed by the
characters and take it upon themselves to stop the
“devil worship”. They can be convinced otherwise
and perhaps could become useful allies. Otherwise
they may be an entertaining distraction. They could
even have a talking dog.

5. ...There is only Zuul...
One of the characters has a girlfriend and things
are going really well. Right up until she is
possessed by a particularly nasty possessor
demon. Variations on this can have the possessor
being the personality that the character likes.

6. Tu a partir?
One of the characters’ friends dies. Could be of
natural causes or otherwise but the character
should have had time to depend on the friend for
something so that when gone they will be missed.
As time goes on, the death looks more and more
suspicious and there are plenty of people offering
information pointing to a likely killer. But are they
telling the truth?

7. Tu a revenir?
The friend who died? Well, he’s back. And he’s not
happy. At first he looks unwell but soon anyone
can see (and smell) that the poor bugger is actually
rotting. Turns out he’s the recipient of the same
procedure that turns a normal demon into a
possessor - he cannot leave his shell without the
right ceremony. He’ll remain there til decayed to
salt and then some.

8. Sauvez Moi?
The characters meet a odd fellow who claims to be
a demon trapped in a human body. Not out of the
ordinary at all, but the “fellow” is a local or national
celebrity. He wants to return to being a demon
and is sick of the “flesh life”. turns out this demon
has been masquerading as the celebrity for most of
his adult life. Whereas the demon has gained an
entertaining wit and charm, the original host has
gone crackers trapped in a stone bottle that sits on
Matthew Harkness’ mantlepiece.

9. The Gauntlet
The characters run into some rival magicians. They
can belong to Harkness’ cabal or be independent
depending on the characters. They can even be
completely foreign and help us answer the
question:- if a demon fights a loa, who wins?
Magical duelling has been around since the time of
Saint Peter so there’s certainly a precedent.

10. The Dagger Men
Not quite as humorous as Bambi, the “Sicarii” are a
group of judeo-christian terrorists who have taken
it upon themselves to punish anyone using magic -
that is, bending angels to their will and using their
power to command demons. Their modus operandi
is to approach the intended victim in a crowd and
run him through with their long knives. Then they
depart in different directions in order to prevent
the whole band being captured. Once a victim is
marked for death, they are hard to shake off.
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11. Dance with the Devil
Harkness wants to meet you. Tonight. He’s sending
over as many cars as it takes to get you all there.
He has a proposition. Of course the proposition is
for them to join his cabal or get out of town. Only
play this one if the players are likely to join or
fight. If they decide to leave town you might be
stuck.

12. When Johnny Comes Marching Home
A vigilante is striking out against the rampant
crime and evil in the city. He has Harkness’ goons
jumping at shadows and the media is full of
reports of him being able to spit blue flame and
leap over 12” high fences in a single bound. Is this
a return of Spring-Heeled Jack or is there some
sort of sensible answer?

13. Go to Church
A powerful demon is making one of the characters’
lives hell. It seems too powerful for even his angel
to assist and the only sanctuary he gets is when he
receives a vision on a dream about going to the
Faith Mission. Should he follow the vision he’ll have
a good nights sleep and also end up talking to
Father Saul. If not then the attacks will intensify
resulting in actual bodily harm. The demon is a
malicious poltergeist.

14. Co-ed Slasher Movie
The characters become aware that Clerval is a
maniac. She is also aware of them and their occult
connections and resolves to get in a pre-emptive
strike. She’ll send in her specially selected team of
brainwashed co-eds to finish them off.

15. Sex and Violins
A woman is assaulted and murdered during a
concert and the next day the police arrive at the
door. One of the characters is implicated.
Foreshadowing by introducing the murdered
woman is necessary. She was killed by a possessor
demon occupying the body of one of the theatre
ushers but enough incriminating evidence is
present for the character to be put away.

These 15 adventure hooks should be enough to
get you started. More detail such as names and
places will need to be elaborated but that is where
the Narrator earns his keep and larger than
average share of pizza.

What manner of evell yt euer
thow be / on goddys behalfe I
coiure the / I coniure the with
the blessyd crosse that Jhc was
done one with fforse / I coniure
the with the nayls thre yt Jhc
was done apon the tre / I
coniure the with the crowne of
thorne yt on Jhc heyd was done
ffore skorne / I coniure the with
the blessyd bloode that Jhc
bleyd on the Rode / I coniure the
with the wounds ffyve yt Jhc
suffurt in his lyve / I coniure the
with the wholye spear yt longins
tyll his hart can bere / yet I
coniure the neuer the lasse with
all the vertues of the masse / in
honore bte marie et bti batolphi
et scte apolonie et sancto petro
ville et... pr nr et ... ane ... et unu
credo / wel, hathabene
hicsana... hicsa...  ... hicfathe
hicsana..e Wedn helfe cryste
helpe

Euforbiu / pelitorie of speane
flavyeatur 

Appendix
“What follows is a translation of the text on the
back cover. It’s an exorcism script written by
Doctor John Dee, who had some notoriety in these
matters. He communicated with an angel, through
a medium called Edward Kelly and scribed most of
what we know of the Calling Ritual and even the
Second Ritual.”

Dee also laid down Angelic Script, also known as
Enochian, which has otherwise proved to be
impossible to use. Without extensive details on
grammar and structure it will remain mysterious. It
has been seen scrawled on walls by those
possessed by demons but again clues to its
meaning remain lost.
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Contents

The Game - comprising of What is role-
playing?, What is Creed?, Your Character,
Of Angels, Devils and Men, It is your world,
Immersion and What this game is not.

Character Creation - comprising of The
Group Concept, The Character Concept,
Character Generation Checklist, Attributes,
Areas, Aspects and Contacts.

Credo - comprising of The angel and the
Demon, Taxonomy, Giving Magic to the
characters, Generating Credo, The Calling
Ritual, The Second Ritual, Demon Names,
commanding Demons, Demons, Demonic
Speed and Strength, Demonic combat,
Demonic Deeds, Pacts, Sealsm Creating a
Seal, Using a Seal, The Bound, Revenants,
Talking to your Angel, What else is out
there?, Poltergeists, Possessor Demons,
Removing Possessor Demons, Possessor
abilities, The Exorcism and The Possessed.

The Narrator’s Creed - comprising of
Moving on from Testament, The Core
Themes: Magic, Survival and Redemption.

The City and the Magic - comprising of
Crime, City Government, Madison College,
City University, The Occult Scene, The
church, Mediums, Other Magicians in the
City, Houngan and Bokor, Shaman and
Witchdoctor, Witch and Warlock.

Adventure hooks for Creed 1-15

Appendix

Contents and Credits

Character Sheet

Credits

Written by Matt Johnston

Reality checking by Lesley McLarnon

Art by Paul J Holden

Technical Advisor: Paul Keenan

Testament is Copyright © 2001 Matt Johnston
All rights reserved. Attempts to copy the truths
contained within this tome will result in a malaise
of the soul and body which will ultimately result in
your mind lying eternally locked in a decaying
shell.

Reproduction of this material without the express
permission of the Author or the Late Gaming
company is expressly denied except for quotes for
review purposes and reproduction of the character
sheet for non-commercial use.

Licensing Notes: The Testament series is covered
by the Testament Licensing Fee. If an individual
wishes to read the book, they may do so at no
charge but if the any part of the game is to be kept
and played, even if using other rules, then the
individual should pay the licensing fee. We’re not
putting “protection” into the book because we
believe that any copyright protection based on
secrets is doomed to failure. We’d rather rely on
conscience. The Testament Licensing Fee covers
Testament, Creed and any other books in the
Testament series, published or unpublished. At the
time of this printing the Fee is $15. One third of
each fee will go direct to the artist and the
remainder will, at the moment, go to paying for
Stone Studio which I bought specifically for laying
out this stuff. After that’s paid for then I’ll think of
something else cool* to buy. Maybe the Mac OS X
version of Adobe Acrobat.

This book was produced on a Apple Powerbook G3
(Firewire) using Mac OS X 10.1 and Create by Stone
Design.

http://www.apple.com/powerbook/
http://www.apple.com/macosx/
http://www.stone.com/

*at $15 a book, making $10. I’d have Stone Studio
paid off after 30 books sold. Saving for a new
Tibook/667 would require a further 200. I’ll not
hold my breath.
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CREEDNAME

LIKENESS

AREAS

ASPECTS

CONTACTS

WOUNDS

BATTLE

INSIGHT
PRESENCE

VITALITY
FORTUNE

DEMONOLOGIE

CREDO
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